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MOTIVATION Observation of multiple fluorescent labels in vivo in biological samples at higher spatiotem-
poral resolution is becomingmore common in biomedical research, but it is challenged by the spectral over-
lap between fluorescent labels. Traditional hyperspectral sampling strategies can overcome spectral over-
lap by permitting computational ‘‘unmixing’’ of the different labels, but they do so with reduced detection
photon-efficiency, slowing image acquisition and increasing sample photo-bleaching and photo-toxicity.
There is an unmet need for a simple, efficient, and fast spectral camera that can capture the spectral infor-
mation in a single exposure, enabling full-speed volumetric fluorescent multiplexing of molecules, organ-
elles, cells, and tissues in biological samples.
SUMMARY
Hyperspectral fluorescence imaging improves multiplexed observations of biological samples by utilizing
multiple color channels across the spectral range to compensate for spectral overlap between labels. Typi-
cally, spectral resolution comes at a cost of decreased detection efficiency, which both hampers imaging
speed and increases photo-toxicity to the samples. Here, we present a high-speed, high-efficiency snapshot
spectral acquisition method, based on optical compression of the fluorescence spectra via Fourier trans-
form, that overcomes the challenges of discrete spectral sampling: single-shot hyperspectral phasor camera
(SHy-Cam). SHy-Cam captures fluorescence spatial and spectral information in a single exposure with a
standard scientific CMOS camera, with photon efficiency of over 80%, easily and with acquisition rates
exceeding 30 datasets per second, making it a powerful tool for multi-color in vivo imaging. Its simple design,
using readily available optical components, and its easy integration provide a low-cost solution for multi-co-
lor fluorescence imaging with increased efficiency and speed.
INTRODUCTION

Hyperspectral fluorescence imaging has been gaining popularity

in life sciences because of its ability to improve the selective

detection of signals in specimens with significant background

and to simultaneously detect multiple analytes, which increases

multiplexing capability.1–5 This advancement in fluorescence im-

aging is enabled by extending the image acquisition dimension

into the spectral domain. Hyperspectral detection is available

in commercial confocal laser-scanning microscopes (CLSMs),

separating distinct spectral bands to different detectors or to

different elements of detector arrays. However, inefficiency in

the light path of CLSM devices, combined with the low efficiency

of the detectors employed, detect a small minority of the
Cell
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collected fluorescence light. Furthermore, point-scanning imag-

ing tools are not ideal for multiplexed live imaging of light-sensi-

tive samples because of their relatively slow imaging speeds and

their use of an epi-illumination path that exposes the entire depth

of the specimen to the exciting light. Thus, the improved label

selectivity of hyperspectral CLSMs is achieved at a significant

cost in speed and photo-toxicity.

Faster and gentler wide-field imaging has been offered by ap-

proaches based on the principle of selective plane illumination

microscopy (SPIM).6,7 SPIM typically uncouples excitation and

detection paths by using orthogonally oriented objectives to pro-

vide separate fluorescence excitation and detection pathways.

The thin sheet of exciting light preferentially illuminates the focal

plane, minimizing unnecessary excitation of fluorophores above
Reports Methods 3, 100441, April 24, 2023 ª 2023 The Authors. 1
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and below, reducing photo-bleaching and photo-toxicity. The

wide-field detection permits the use of efficient (>90%) and

fast scientific CMOS (sCMOS) detectors, further improving the

photon budget. Higher imaging efficiency makes it feasible to

perform large volumetric imaging at high spatial and temporal

resolution for extended periods of time.8,9 However, live multi-

plexing of fluorescent signals in SPIM has been limited by the

complexity of acquiring multi-spectral datasets (3D: x, y, wave-

length) efficiently on a 2D camera sensor. SPIM systems usually

acquire multiple fluorescent channels sequentially using band-

pass filters, which reject a significant fraction of the fluorescence

emission, reducing the photon efficiency and performance of the

system. Furthermore, this approach limits temporal resolution

because of the need for multiple images and the time required

for filter changes. Multiple exposures increase the total illumina-

tion energy load on the sample, increasing photo-toxicity. Ap-

proaches employing spectral separation of the signals6,7 have

done so at a cost to the imaging speed.

Single-exposure (snapshot) spectral acquisitions either using

multiple cameras10 or a single camera coupled with an image

splitter,11,12 as well as image mapping spectrometry (IMS),3,5

can help decrease the temporal and photo-toxicity costs of

multi-label SPIM. IMS and similar wide-field snapshot methods

separate the emission light into a large number of color channels

by dispersive optics so that both spectral and spatial information

can be reassigned to different areas of the camera sensor

acquiring a spectral cube (x, y, wavelength). The low photon ef-

ficiency of the dispersive optics (normally below 60%) combined

with many narrow spectral bands13 result in as little as �1% of

the emitted fluorescence reaching the detector in each channel.

Given the limited signal intensities obtained from in vivo fluores-

cence imaging, achieving a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

with the low sensitivity of standard snapshot hyperspectral ap-

proaches requires that exposure time and/or laser power be

increased. These factors hamper temporal resolution and cause

increases in photo-toxicity. For example, the fastest spectral

fluorescence imaging method, SPIM IMS, is reported to require

250 ms for the snapshot acquisition, achieving 4 spectral data-

sets per second.5 Such exposure times are too long for many

dynamic in vivo imaging applications, which benefit from video

of faster frame rates. A more efficient spectral sampling and

compressing strategy that offers higher photon efficiency is

key to achieving the needed sensitivity and speed.

Spectral phasor (SP) has proven to be an efficient and robust

method for compressing and analyzing hyperspectral fluores-

cence datasets.14–17 SP performs a Fourier transform on the

original high-dimension hyperspectral vectors and uses the first

harmonic coefficients, the so-called 2D phasor coefficients, to

offer a compressed spectral representation (STAR Methods). It

simplifies the interpretation and processing of high-dimension

hyperspectral data and preserves most of the spectral informa-

tion. TheGratton lab has integrated SP into the image acquisition

step (phasor-based hyperspectral snapshot microscopy)18,19 by

collecting three images: optically sampling fluorescent emission

spectra with sequentially collecting two images through distinct

sinusoidal optical filters followed by another with no filters for

data normalization. Compared with the traditional hyperspectral

sampling with many narrow uniform color channels, each sinu-
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soidal filter allows many more emitted photons to reach the de-

tector (�40% efficient, for commonly used fluorescent labels),

which increases SNR while maintaining reduced laser power

during sensitive in vivo imaging. This filter-based SP method

can properly and quantitatively separate more than four fluores-

cence signatures from multi-labeled samples.18,19

Any filter changing approach, including the filter-based SP

approach, requires multiple exposures with intervening filter

changes, limiting the temporal resolution to�3 spectral datasets

per second.19 Photo-toxicity is increased due to the additional

illumination required for multiple exposures. In addition, even

with increased photon throughput efficiency, the absorption-

based sinusoidal filters reject more than half of the fluorescent

photons, sacrificing spectral information.20 The method pre-

sented here, single-shot hyperspectral phasor camera (SHy-

Cam), removes the need for multiple exposures, thus harvesting

the advantages of the efficient SP sampling strategy with higher

temporal and photon efficiency. This improved performance is

validated for fluorescent imaging of live tissues in low-signal

and low-SNR conditions.

RESULTS

Accessing spectral information with faster single-
snapshot acquisition
Inspired by the capabilities of the Gratton lab’s filter-based SP

approach18,19 and the added spectral information from the

originally discarded reflected fluorescence,20 we developed

SHy-Cam. SHy-Cam is designed to fit in the detection path of

wide-field microscopes and to offer hyperspectral imaging by

projecting spectrally encoded channels onto a single camera

sensor with a single acquisition (Figure 1). SP encoding is

achieved by simultaneously capturing transmitted and reflected

fluorescence emission on the camera sensor using two custom

sinusoidal dichroic mirrors, folding mirrors, and lenses (Figures

1A and 1B; STAR Methods). SHy-Cam distinguishes itself from

existing work18,19 in two main aspects: speed (requiring only

one single exposure to capture a spectral dataset) and photon

recycling (permitting most of the collected fluorescence signal

to be detected).

SHy-Cam easily achieves video speed and even faster detec-

tion (Video S4) by eliminating the need for multiple exposures

andmechanical filter changes. The recycling and collection of re-

flected photons with SHy-Cam increase the detected spectral

information20 and provide the flexibility of spectral analysis. Ra-

tiometric multiplexing such as spectral linear unmixing (LU)21,22

(STAR Methods) can be applied to the four-channel data ac-

quired with SHy-Cam, providing an addition to the standard

spectral 2D phasor plane analysis (STAR Methods) shared with

the filter-based SP approach.18,19 Our results show SHy-

Cam’s capability of cleanly separate five fluorescence emissions

with spectral LU analysis (Figures 3 and S2D–S2F).

SHy-Cam is a cost-effective and versatile add-on device
for existing microscopes
SHy-Cam is designed as an add-on spectral encoding device

that can be adapted to most wide-field microscopes equipped

with infinity-corrected detection objective lenses. SHy-Cam



Figure 1. SHy-Cam approach overview

(A) Theoretical (solid line) and real (dashed line)

transmission (tr) and reflection (re) profiles of the

two custom sinusoidal dichroic mirrors (DMsin,

sine; DMcos, cosine dichroic mirrors) in the range

(400–700 nm). In this schematic representation, a

fluorescently labeled zebrafish embryo provides

signal input for the optical setup.

(B) Fluorescence emission is divided and encoded

into four spectrally correlated channels using

DMsin and DMcos before being projected onto a

single sCMOS sensor. A zoomed-in view of the

sensor illustrates this optical subdivision of the

sensor (F; filter set; RL1� 2, relay lenses; FS, field

stop; BS, 50/50 beamsplitter; FM1� 3, folding

mirrors; DMs, sine dichroic mirror; DMc, cosine

dichroic mirror; GM1� 4, gimbal mirrors; TL1�4,

tube lenses).

(C) Pre-processing (image registration and stitch-

ing) is performed on the four encoded channels to

perform tiling of a large field of view.

(D) Multiplexing can be performed through any of

multiple phasor approaches, separating the

collected fluorescence into independent signals

(CH1–CH5) and assembling them in a final volu-

metric dataset (merge).
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captures four spectrally correlated channels simultaneously on

the four quadrants of a single sCMOS camera sensor with a sin-

gle snapshot (Figure 1; STAR Methods). The single-camera ar-

chitecture simplifies the design and reduces the cost compared

with a multi-camera setup. SHy-Cam utilizes readily available

optical and opto-mechanical components, combined with a

few custom-made 3D printed parts, which provides the advan-

tage of easy replications and necessary modifications for new

microscope adaptations. SHy-Cam is cost effective, as it does

not require multiple specialized detection filters, filter changers,

or complex dispersing and spatial mapping optics found in other

approaches such as IMS; the cost of the complete list of parts

and 3D printing models is approximately $6,000 (supplemental

information).

SHy-Cam imaging validation tests
To validate the real-world performance of SHy-Cam, we inte-

grated it into a custom SPIM23,24 designed to offer optical

sectioning and high-speed imaging capability. Its multiple sin-

gle-photon laser lines permit simultaneous excitation of multiple

fluorophores in the visible range (400–700 nm). Our first imple-

mentation with a simple 5M pixel sCMOS camera (PCO) offered

a total magnification of 443, including the magnification intro-

duced by SHy-Cam itself, and an x-y field of view (FoV) in object

space of 120 mm diagonally (Figures S1E–S1H; STAR Methods),

requiring tiled acquisition for imaging larger specimens. The total
Cell Re
magnification can be changed by using

different objective lenses, relay lenses,

or tube lenses (supplemental information)

depending on the application.

As a first test of SHy-Cam,we imaged a

set of different mixtures of two commonly
used fluorescent dyes,RhodamineBandRhodamine 6G (Sigma-

Aldrich) (Figure 2A); the emission spectrum of each mixture is

mapped to a cluster on the 2D phasor plane showing reliable

and distinct cluster locations for the dye mixtures with different

mixing ratios (Figures 2B and 2C). SHy-CAM could distinguish

small spectral changes of only 1.2% in relative concentrations,

easily separating mixtures of ratio 1:12 from those of 1:14, for

example (Figures 2C and 2D). The mixtures are visualized using

Spectrally EncodedEnhancedRepresentations (SEER)-encoded

colormap25 with different colors representing the emission

spectra of different relative concentrations (Figure 2D).

We tested fluorescent signal multiplexing using geometric

segmentation on the 2D SP calculated from SHy-Cam images.

Immobilized fluorescent beads (Bangs Laboratories, Sigma-

Aldrich) with six distinct but highly overlapping spectra (Fig-

ure 2E) were imaged with SHy-Cam (Figure 2G). Pixels from

the four channels were transformed into the phasor plane

(STAR Methods), creating a look-up table linking pixels and cor-

responding phasor coefficients. These phasor coefficients were

represented as a 2D histogram in the 2D phasor plane. Beads

with the same spectral emission correspond to a single cluster

on the 2D phasor plane (Figure 2F). Six clusters were selected

with six circular regions of interests (ROIs) on the phasor plane

(Figure 2F). The corresponding pixels were respectively

pseudo-colored, permitting the unambiguous visualization of

beads within the imaging volume (Figure 2G).
ports Methods 3, 100441, April 24, 2023 3
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Figure 2. SHy-Cam spectral unmixing on

standard and fixed samples

(A) Normalized emission spectra of Rhodamine 6G

and Rhodamine B in water.

(B) Phasor plot demonstrating distinct clusters of

pure Rhodamine 6G (R6G) and Rhodamine B (RB)

and of five solution mixtures with different relative

concentrations (R6G:RB).

(C) Zoomed-in view of phasor plot clusters in

(B) visualized using the SEER phasor map en-

coding (red circle indicates the SEER map center

for the morphed angle rendering of the spectral

information).

(D) SEER pseudo-color bars representing each

phasor cluster, with a continuous color map (bot-

tom panel) showing the distinction of relative

concentrations of the solutions. The emission

profiles (400–700 nm) and peak emission wave-

lengths of each mixture are shown to the right of

the corresponding pseudo-color bars; as RB

relative concentration increases, the peak and

shape of emission profile resembles pure RB.

(E) Fluorescence emission profiles of six different

fluorescent beads.

(F) Spectral phasor calculated from the SHy-Cam

image of a suspension of the beads mixture.

Each cluster on the phasor plane represents beads

from the same batch that present very similar

fluorescence emission profiles (E). Six circular

ROIs applied to the distinct phasor clusters are

back mapped from phasor plane to a 3D image

plane, highlighting the corresponding image pixels

with the same ROI color coding to achieve un-

mixing.

(G) The unmixed image stack of the suspension.

Beads were color coded with the same pseudo-

colors of the corresponding circular ROIs on the phasor plane.

(H–J) Images of a triple-labeled zebrafish embryo collected with conventional and SHy-Cam microscopy. Green: membrane Tg(krt4:GFP), yellow: neutrophil

Tg(lyz:TagRFP), purple: ubiquitous cell nucleus ubi:H2B-iRFP670. (H) Image acquired with Zeiss LSM 880 with sequential laser excitation for each fluorescent

label, rendered as amaximum intensity projection (MIP) of a coronal plane of a 4 dpf fixed zebrafish embryo (inset, K). (I) The same region acquired with Zeiss LSM

880 using three-laser simultaneous excitation in 32-channel hyperspectral mode, rendered using linear unmixing (LU) for fluorescence separaton. (J) Spectral LU

result fromSHy-Cam image acquired from the same embryo, reasonably close to the confocal microscope images in (H) and (I). Scale bar for (H), (I), and (J): 10mm.
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Multiplexing using 2D phasor plane segmentation is an intui-

tive and fast analysis method for spectrally overlapping but

spatially sparse fluorescence. However, a clean and unambigu-

ous signal separation can be challenging when fluorescent sig-

nals are spectrally and spatially overlapping. SHy-Cam added

two reflected channels allow ratiometric analysis using spectral

LU.21,22 We tested SHy-Cam in multiplexing spatially and spec-

trally overlapping fluorescence of a fixed 3-color zebrafish em-

bryo (STAR Methods) and compared the imaging results with

data acquired on a reference system, a laser scanning confocal

microscope (LSM-880, Carl Zeiss) equipped with a 32-channel

spectral detector (STAR Methods). A similar coronal plane of

the fixed sample was acquired on both LSM and Shy-CAM in-

struments (Figures 2H–2J). We acquired a ‘‘ground-truth’’ image

on the confocal by sequentially exciting the fluorescent proteins

in the sample, capturing three separate fluorescence emission

datasets (Figure 2H). We then acquired a confocal 32-channel

hyperspectral dataset by simultaneously exciting with the three

lasers, followed by spectral LU to separate fluorescence signals

(Figure 2I). Following this, we remounted the same fixed embryo
4 Cell Reports Methods 3, 100441, April 24, 2023
for imaging on the SHy-Cam-SPIM using simultaneous excita-

tion of three laser lines, similar to the LSM images, and used

the same spectral LU analysis (STAR Methods; Figure 2J). The

SHy-Cam unmixed results resemble closely the ‘‘ground truth’’

but were collected 4-fold faster than LSM in spectral imaging

modality (Figure 2I) and 12-fold faster than sequential LSM

acquisition (Figure 2H). The dataset reported in Figure 2Jwas ac-

quired with one single SHy-Cam snapshot of 200 ms exposure,

compared with �900 ms for the 32-channel LSM spectral data-

set (Figure 2I) and �2,700 ms for the 3 sequential frames re-

ported in Figure 2H.

SHy-Camworked well for in vivomultiplexed volumetric imag-

ing of transgenic zebrafish embryos with up to 5 colors. Figure 3

presents the results obtained from a 4 day post-fertilization (dpf)

transgenic zebrafish embryo, separating the signals arising from

4 spatially and spectrally overlapping fluorescent proteins from

one another and from the tissue-generated autofluorescence us-

ing spectral LU. The number of signals being unmixed is larger

than the number of imaging channels on the sCMOS camera,

making the LU appear to be an underdetermined system;



Figure 3. SHy-Cam-SPIM tiled volumetric

in vivo imaging

(A) MIP image acquired from the trunk area of a 4

dpf transgenic zebrafish embryo; five labels were

unmixed by LU from SHy-Cam image data (auto-

fluorescence and four fluorescent proteins). The

volumetric image consists of 21 tiles, each with 62

optical sections, covering a field of view of 602 3

256 3 120 mm. Scale bar for (A): 50mm.

(B–F) The individual unmixed fluorescence signals

displayed for the subregion (dashed box) in (A):

(B) cyan: autofluorescence, (C) green: membrane

Tg(krt4:GFP), (D) magenta: vasculature Tg(kdrl:

mCherry), (E) yellow: neutrophil Tg(lyz:TagRFP),

and (F) purple: ubiquitous cell nucleus ubi:H2B-

iRFP670.
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however, the unmixing results reveal clean separation, even

when the results are presented at high contrast (Figures 3B–

3F) with minimal crosstalk as quantified in Figure S2. This result

shows SHy-Cam’s ability to capture sufficient fluorescence

spectral information in challenging imaging conditions. The

acquisition was conducted by simultaneous excitation of by

three laser lines, with their powers adjusted to yield roughly

similar emission intensity levels across the five labels in single

exposures of 200 ms. Even including the inevitable time delays

required for moving the specimen for tiling and for z stacking,

the volumetric image of the embryo trunk area (Figure 3A; Video

S1) was acquired in under 4 min.

SHy-Cam’s rapid in vivo imaging capability is well suited to

two distinct imaging challenges in live zebrafish embryos: cell

migration and the beating heart. Cell migration was imaged at

a high spatiotemporal resolution over a large FoV to follow

the migration of neutrophils toward a zebrafish tail-clipping

wound (Figures 4A–4D; Video S2). For each time point, a

mosaic of volumes was collected with the co-excitation of 3

laser lines; the tiles were stitched together and analyzed with

spectral LU. The imaging rate of 2.7 volumetric tiles per minute

offered sufficient temporal resolution to unambiguously track

neutrophil migration. SHy-Cam’s high detection efficiency for

fluorescent signals combined with the advantages of light-

sheet microscopy permitted continuous and prolonged time-

lapse imaging with only 11% photo-bleaching (Figure 4J; Video

S2). This permitted high-resolution imaging with no photo-

toxicity to the embryo.

Imaging the beating heart is even more demanding. SHy-Cam

was used to image the heart continuously at 20 frames per sec-

ond for 10 s (Video S3; Figures 4F–4I). This high-speed acquisi-

tion was sufficient to track the fast-moving neutrophils (up to
Cell Re
200 mm/s) as they flowed across the atrial

cavity. The excitation laser power was

increased to minimize the camera

exposure without inducing visible photo-

damage in the sample. The rapid and

continuous imagining resulted in only

4% photo-bleaching in the 10 s acquisi-

tion (Figure 4J). Because each frame cap-

tured all spectral information, there were
nomovement artifacts, providing striking multiplexing of fluores-

cent labels.

We performed high-speed imaging on a zebrafish embryo ex-

pressing a different combination of transgenic fluorescent pro-

teins (Video S4) at 33 frames/s. The single-plane SPIM image

captured a cross-sectional recording of the movement of the

nuclei in the cells of the atrial wall while the heart is beating at

around 180 beats/min. These results highlight SHy-Cam’s ability

to perform challenging high-speed multiplexed fluorescence

imaging.

DISCUSSION

Our results demonstrate that SHy-Cam offers an efficient and

rapid multiplexed imaging of fluorescent signals. The speed

and photon efficiency are significant advantages, especially in

the applications involving in vivo timelapse and volumetric imag-

ing, to minimize acquisition time and photo-bleaching in the

sample. The SP encoding captures the differences between

similar fluorescent signatures but removes the redundancy of

the traditional uniform hyperspectral sampling strategies,

improving not only photon efficiency but also processing and

data storage needs. SHy-Cam’s single-snapshot acquisition

achieves more than 10-fold faster imaging speed compared

with the existing filter-based SP approach,18,19 benefiting imag-

ing applications with rapid dynamics or development of biolog-

ical systems. Compared with sequential acquisition, SHy-Cam

eliminates the need for channel realignment, reducing spectral

distortions and motion blur (Figure S3). In addition, SHy-Cam’s

added spectral information by recycling the reflected photons20

enables ratiometric fluorescence multiplexing using spectral

LU.21,22
ports Methods 3, 100441, April 24, 2023 5



Figure 4. SHy-Cam-SPIM dynamic in vivo

imaging

(A–D) Zebrafish tail-clip wound healing (dashed

line) acquired as a 2 h tiled volumetric timelapse.

The transgenic embryos are labeled in their cell

membranes (green; Tg(krt4:GFP)), nuclei (purple;

ubi:H2B-iRFP670), and neutrophils (yellow; Tg

(lyz:TagRFP)). Neutrophil migration toward the

wound can be observed at high resolution in 3D in

the context of tissues and tracked over time. Scale

bar for (A–D): 50mm.

(E–H) The same embryo’s beating heart (dashed

circles) is captured continuously at 20 frames/s for

10 s covering an area of 17:13103 mm2. Neutro-

phils flowing through the cardiac area can be

tracked (jet dragon tail). Scale bar for (E–H): 30mm.

(I) Zebrafish embryo representing the imaging

positions of (A)–(D) (square) and (E)–(H) (circle).

The volumetric images are each composed of 6

tiles, each of 21 optical sections (Video S2),

covering a field of view of 3003 2503 42 mm. The

frames displayed here are taken from a timelapse

recording of 60 timepoints acquired quasi-

continuously.

(J and K) Photo-bleaching is estimated as relative

intensity of the emission signal from all channels

during the 2 h tail-clip wound healing timelapse

imaging and during the 10 s heart beating time-

lapse.
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We designed SHy-Cam focusing on the versatility, cost effec-

tiveness, and accessibility. The versatile modular design was

easily adapted to commercial microscopes and custom-built

SPIMs, showing its potential for applications to any camera-

based systems. While the SHy-Cam implementation in this

work utilizes a single-camera architecture to remove the neces-

sity of utilizing and synchronizing multiple expensive sCMOS

cameras, it could easily be adapted to other implementations us-

ing two or four cameras. In addition, the design can be adapted

to enable multifocal, line-scan, or point-scan confocal laser

scanning microscopes using sets or arrays of silicon-based de-

tectors or photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs).

The SHy-Camdata rendering on the 2D phasor plot offers intu-

itive and fast display and interactive analysis of multiplexing

data.17,25 The same data can be analyzed with spectral LU,

enabling ratiometric fluorescence multiplexing even in the pres-

ence of significant spatial and spectral overlap between multiple

fluorophores or between the labels and high background fluores-

cence. SHy-Cam is poised to be a solution for high-speed and

-throughput imaging and multiplexing applications where

improved detection at low signal and at low SNR would consid-

erably shorten experimental pipelines.

Besides in vivo fluorescence imaging applications, other appli-

cations such as multi-color high-content cellular analyses are

poised to benefit from SHy-Cam’s efficiency, streamlined spec-

tral analysis, and visualization using the SP. Recent advance-

ments in imaging flow cytometry (IFC)26–33 have focused on

overcoming the common trade-off between throughput, sensi-

tivity, and spatial resolution of traditional IFC.34 The same advan-

tages of SHy-Cam demonstrated here for microscopy position it
6 Cell Reports Methods 3, 100441, April 24, 2023
as a powerful means to improve other quantitative detection and

multiplexing applications such as IFC.

SHy-Cam is poised as a solution for high-speed and

-throughput fluorescent imaging applications where improved

detection at low SNR and low signal conditions, combined

with multiplexing, should considerably speed analyses and

shorten experimental pipelines.

Limitations of study
A potential limitation of the single-camera SHy-Cam implemen-

tation here is the reduced FoV, resulting from the subdivision

of the sensor into four quadrants. Here, we compensated for

this by tiling our acquisition to achieve the same FoV as a non-

subdivided sensor. Pilot implementations have shown that we

can achieve the same advantages as the single SHy-Camdesign

presented here but over large FoVs by employing multiple

sCMOS cameras or the growing set of large sCMOS sensors

with many more pixels. Of course, for applications where spatial

resolution is not demanding, a lower magnification relay lenses

can offer a full FoV with improved SNR and excellent spectral

sensitivity but at reduced spatial resolution.

The 50:50 beam splitter (Figure 1B), equally dividing the emis-

sion signal into two light paths for the simultaneous spectral

encoding, might reduce the lowest light level performance of

SHy-Cam, given the electronic noise of each pixel of the camera.

For each channel, the numbers of photons reaching the detector

are halved. The contribution of this reduction may be less than it

first appears, as no detection filter passes 100% of the light in its

band pass, and by its very nature, a band-pass filter rejectsmany

photons that SHy-Cam would collect. SHy-Cam’s redistribution
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of light on the sensor, rather than rejection of the unwanted spec-

tral ranges, provides a higher efficiency in the total number of

photons detected, allowing higher spectral information collec-

tion and a faster single-snapshot acquisition. With the ongoing

development of detectors with lower noise and with larger num-

ber of pixels (permitting pixel binning if needed), the low-light

performance of SHy-Cam should meet or exceed that of other

approaches.
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Zebrafish: ubi:H2B-iRFP670 This work N/A

Zebrafish: Tg(kdrl:mCherry) Proulx et al.37 ZFIN: ZDB-ALT-110131-57

Software and algorithms

FIJI Schindelin et al.38 https://imagej.net/software/fiji/

Matlab Mathworks https://mathworks.com

Imaris Stitcher Oxford Instruments https://imaris.oxinst.com/

products/imaris-stitcher

Micro-Manager Edelstein et al.39,40 https://doi.org/10.14440/jbm.2014.36,

https://doi.org/10.1002/0471142727.

mb1420s92

SHy-Cam image pre-processing

and spectral linear unmixing script

This paper https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7672758
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and should be directed to the lead contact, Francesco Cutrale (cutrale@usc.edu).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d SHy-Cam zebrafish in-vivo imaging datasets have been deposited at Mendeley Database and are publicly available as of the

date of publication. DOI is listed in the key resources table.

d The original MATLAB code for SHy-Cam image pre-processing and spectra linear unmixing has been deposited on Github at

https://github.com/PaulWZZtoLA/Singleshot-Hyperspectral-Phasor-Camera-SHyCam. (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.767

2758). HySP software download and instruction can be found at http://bioimaging.usc.edu/software.html#HySP.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Zebrafish lines were raised and maintained following standard literature practice and in accordance with the Guide for the Care and

Use of Laboratory Animals provided by the University of Southern California. Fish samples were part of a protocol approved by the
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IACUC (permit number: 12007 USC). krt4:lyn-egfp and krtt1c19e:lyn-tdtomato transgenic lines35 were kind gifts from Thomas J.

Carney (A*STAR, Singapore). kdrl:mCherry transgenic line37 was a kind gift from Ching-Ling Lien (Children’s Hospital Los Angeles).

TgBAC(sox10:BirA-mCherry)ox104a line was reported previously.41 mpv17a9/a9;mitfaw2/w2 (casper) line42 was purchased from Ze-

brafish International Resource Center (ZIRC) and csf1rj4e1/j4e1 (panther) line43 was a kind gift from David Parichy (Univ. Virginia).

We crossed casper with panther to produce triple heterozygote mpv17a9/+;mitfaw2/+;csf1rj4e1/+ F1 generation fish, which were sub-

sequently incrossed to produce F2 generation with 27 combinations of mutational state of these genes. Since csf1rj4e1 phenotype

was not clear in F2 adult with casper phenotype, we outcrossed these fish with panther fish to determine the zygosity of csf1rj4e1

mutation based on the frequency of larva with xanthophores (heterozygote and homozygote produced 50%- and 0%-fraction of xan-

thophore-positive larva, respectively) by fluorescent microscopy. The casper;csf1rj4e1/j4e1 line is viable and reproducible; we out-

crossed either casper;csf1rj4e1/j4e1 line or casper;csf1rj4e1/+ line with other fluorescent transgenic lines over several generations to

obtain fish harboring multiple transgenes on casper background either in the presence or absence of xanthophores.

The coding sequences for human Histone 2b region (H2B) and fluorescent protein iRFP670 were amplified from the vector for

Tg(PGK1:H2B-chFP)44 using primers #1 and #2, and piRFP670-N1 (Addgene # 45457) using primers #3 and #4, respectively. The

PCR products were fused to generate H2B-iRFP670 fusion fragment and cloned into pDONR221 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Subse-

quent MultiSite Gateway reaction was performed using Tol2kit vectors according to developer’s manuals.45 pENTR5’ubi (Addgene

#27320), pDONR221-H2B-iRFP670, and pDONRP2R-P3-WPRE25 were assembled into pDestTol2pA2 (Tol2kit #394).46,47 The resul-

tant pDestTol2-ubi:H2B-iRFP670 was co-injected with tol2 mRNA into one-cell-stage casper zebrafish embryos. Injected F0s were

raised and screened for founders. Positive F1s grown to reproductive age were subjected to Splinklette PCR analysis48,49 to deter-

mine genomic integration sites. Embryos that had specific expressions of transgenic fluorescent proteins were collected and raised

in a low-salt embryo medium per established procedures until the appropriate time (4dpf) for imaging. Sex of zebrafish samples

cannot be properly identified at these early stage of development.

METHOD DETAILS

Spectral compression with spectral phasor
Spectral phasor is an established Fourier transform-based analysis method of hyperspectral data that compresses high dimen-

sional spectral vectors into their normalized first harmonic Fourier coefficients14–17 represented by Equations 1 and 2. The linear

additive property of fluorescence emission and their wide spectral profile of common fluorescence make it possible to recover

substantial amount of spectral information with the ‘base frequency’ and DC components of hyperspectral data (supplemental

information).

G =

PN� 1
n = 0IðlnÞ$cos

�
2p
N
l
� � Dl

PN� 1
n = 0IðlnÞ � Dl

(Equation 1)
S =

PN� 1
n = 0IðlnÞ$cos

�
2p
N
l
� � Dl

PN� 1
n = 0IðlnÞ � Dl

(Equation 2)

G and S are the real and imaginary coefficients, called phasor coefficients. ln represents the wavelength of the n-th spectral chan-

nel out of a N-channel spectral vector. IðlnÞ denotes the intensity value of the n-th channel.Dl is the wavelength bandwidth of a single

channel. The denominators in Equation 1 represent the integral of the intensity values across all N channels and are the normalization

factors that eliminate the influence of different intensity levels, which also incorporates the DC component of the spectral vector. Pha-

sor coefficients are visually presented as a 2-D histogram called phasor plane (Figures 2B and 2F). Each (G,S) pair corresponds to a

unique spectral vector in the original hyperspectral image plane.

SHy-Cam performs spectral phasor compression optically during acquisition and directly get the unnormalized G,S phasor co-

efficients via transmitting the emission through two custom sinusoidal dichroic mirrors (Figures 1A and 1B), similar to filter-based

spectral phasor approach.18,19 ‘SIN’ and ‘COS’ channels shown in (Figure 1B) are the transmitted channels that can be used to

estimate phasor coefficients with some simple calculation. ‘ASIN’ and ‘ACOS’ channels are the reflected channels. Phasor coef-

ficients calculation from SHy-Cam is represented with Equations 3, 4). As transmitted and reflected emission are collected at the

same time, the normalization factor, i.e. the intensity value, is readily available by summing ‘SIN’ with ‘ASIN’ or ‘COS’ with

‘ACOS’ (5).

G =
Cideal

I
(Equation 3)
S =
Sideal

I
(Equation 4)
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I = COS+ACOS or SIN+ASIN (Equation 5)
Cideal =
COS � cC

aC
(Equation 6)
Sideal =
SIN � cS

aS
(Equation 7)

Since transmittance is physically non-negative, an affine transformation needs to be applied to ‘SIN’ and ‘COS’ channel (6, 7) in

order to estimate the Cosine and Sine transformation. cC and cS are respectively the center value of cosine and sine transmittance

profiles (Figure 1A). aC and aS are respectively the amplitude of cosine and sine transmittance profiles (Figure 1A). With our specific

set of dichroic mirrors, these parameters are cC = 0:52, cS = 0:51; aC = 0.44 and aS = 0:40 (supplemental information).

Sinusoidal dichroic mirror
The two sinusoidal dichroic mirrors are the core components of SHy-Cam. The dichroic mirrors are designed to work in the spectral

range of 400nm to 700nm (Figure 1A) as the most commonly used fluorescent proteins and fluorophores emit in the visible spectrum.

They have 45-degree angle of incidence and random polarization (Chroma, Inc). The spectral transmittance for the dichroic mirrors

closely resembles the shape of a sine and a cosine function, with a maximum transmittance peaking at 95.8% for sine and at 91.1%

for cosine, as per manufacturer provided specifications.

Optical design and setup
SHy-Cam presented in this work is designed as a spectral compression add-on device (Figures 1B, S1) to be placed in the infinity

space of a custom-built SPIM.23,24 The SPIM is equipped with multiple single-photon laser lines (404nm, 450nm, 488nm, 561nm and

640nm) which are combined and fill the back focal plane of two oppositely positioned excitation objective lenses (LMPL10XIR, nu-

merical aperture (NA) = 0.25, Olympus). A galvanometer scanner (6215HB, Cambridge Technology) positioned upstream of the exci-

tation objective lenses generates fast scanning spherically focused laser beam along the y direction at the sample, creating a

scanned light sheet in the x-y plane (Figures S1B and S1C) with 2 mm thickness axially. The scanned light sheet was tuned so

that it only illuminates the sample covered by the FoV of SHy-Cam in y direction (Figure S1C) to minimize laser-induced photo-

toxicity. The fluorescence emission was imaged through a 25x water-immersion detection objective lens (CFI75 Apochromat

25XC W, Nikon) which was positioned upstream of the input port of SHy-Cam. SHy-Cam itself can be broken down in two three

main sections (Figures 1B, S1A):

Optical filter set: light at wavelengths outside of 400-700nm were rejected by a short-pass filter (FF01-715/SP25, Semrock, Inc)

and a long-pass filter (FF01-380/SP25, Semrock, Inc). In addition, we employed a set of notch filters for removing the exciting laser

light, centered at 404nm, 488nm, 561nm and 640nm (NF01-488/647-25x5.0; NF03-561E-25, Semrock, Inc.).

Relay lens group: two 2-inch diameter relay lensesRL1 ,RL2 (32-886, 49-291, Thorlabs, Inc.) and a field stop FS (SM1D12C, Thor-

labs Inc.). The first relay lensRL1 creates an intermediate image plane at the field stop. The field stop, a ring-actuated iris diaphragm is

adjusted to a size that the final images formed on the sensor do not overlap with each other. The second relay lens re-collimates the

light to infinity space.

Image splitter: after the relay lens group, a 50/50 beam splitter BS (BSW10R, Thorlabs, Inc) equally divides the fluorescence

emission light into two paths. Sine dichroic mirror DMs and cosine dichroic mirror DMc (Chroma, Inc.) along with three mirrors

RM1� 3 (CCM1-E02, Thorlabs Inc.) create four spectrally compressed and correlated light paths. Four tube lenses TL1� 4 (32-

884, Edmund Optics) with focal length f =175mm focus the light and form the four-channel final image on a 5MP sCMOS camera

sensor (Edge 5.5, PCO, Gmbh). Four mirrors GM1� 4 (BB1-E02, Thorlabs, Inc.) mounted on gimbal mounts (KC45D, Thorlabs, Inc.)

are used in front of the tube lenses to adjust the incidence angles so the images can be formed on the correct locations of the

sensor.

All the optical components used in this work can be found from the part list on GitHub repository (Data and Code Availability).

Opto-mechanics
SHy-Cam is built based on both off-the-shelf components (Thorlabs, Inc.) and custom-made 3D printed components with black pol-

ylactic acid (PLA) thermal plastic material extruded from an Ender 5 (Creality 3D Technology Co., Ltd) fused deposition modeling 3D

printer. The printing nozzle temperature was set to 200 � C while the print bed was set to 60 � C for improved adhesion. The layer

height was set to 0.2 mm. The 3D printer stepper motors were calibrated on all three axes with rigorous print bed leveling to ensure

the dimensional accuracy. All the opto-mechanical components used in this work can be found from the part list onGitHub repository

(Code Availability).
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Image acquisition
SHy-Cam-SPIM image acquisition

In this work, lasers, sample stages and camera were all controlled by an integrated microscope controlling software called micro-

manager.39,40 The acquisition with SHy-Cam consists of a hybrid registration image for registering four channels, a series of dark

frames for removing the background signals and the final fluorescence images of interest.

A hybrid registration image is acquired with both bright-field transmitted illumination and fluorescence excitation with the samples

to be examined in place. Bright-field illumination illuminate the whole FoV and the boundaries confined by the field stop (Figure S1)

can be observed clearly. Fluorescence excitation provides fluorescent contrast and features within the FoV which will help with the

registration step.

The dark frames are acquired using the same settings that are used for final fluorescence images, i.e. the same laser power, same

exposure time, same sensor gain and pixel binning. They are acquired continuously for at least 20 frames. During image pre-process-

ing stage, the averaged dark frames is subtracted from the final fluorescence images.

There is no special procedure for the acquisition of final fluorescence images with SHy-Cam equipped with single sCMOS camera

(Edge 5.5, PCO, Gmbh). When image tiling is used for covering a larger FoV, the fixed reference channel used for image registration is

used to navigate through the sample in ‘Multi-Dimensional Acquisition’ function in Micro-manager with the sample stage controller.

During our test, a proper tile overlapping of 25%-30% was used to achieve good image stitching results. We also use a 2x2 pixel

binning during acquisition to enhance SNR and dynamic range.

Confocal image acquisition

We did an imaging comparison test of SHy-Cam-SPIM with a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM 880, Zeiss) on the same

three-color transgenic zebrafish embryo (Figures 2I–2K). We chose the closest combination of laser excitation available on the

confocal (488nm, 561nm, 633nm) to match the laser combination used on SHy-Cam-SPIM (488nm, 561nm, 640nm). The ground

truth image (Figure 2I) was acquired sequentially with one laser excitation at a time using the 32-channel spectral PMT (410nm-

696nm with 8.9nm resolution) with 16-bit bit depth. For each ground truth channel, the intensity value of each pixel was calculated

by summing the 32 channels and normalizing the summed value to 16-bit. The hyperspectral image (Figure 2J) was acquired with

simultaneous excitation of three laser lines using the 32-channel spectral PMT under the same settings. Both images (Figures 2I

and 2J) were acquired using the same 20x objective lens (Plan-Apochromat 20x/0.8 M27, Zeiss). The pinhole was set to 34 mm in

order to match the axial resolution of the SPIM.

Image pre-processing
Image registration

SHy-Cam data analysis relies on pixel-wise calculation. Proper registration and alignment of four channels is important and here per-

formed in a three-step process. First, areas on the sensor that respectively correspond to the four channels (Figure S1D), are defined

via regions of interest (ROIs) (Code Availability) onto a hybrid registration image acquired with SHy-Cam and serve as reference for

later registration.

Second, a set of control points from the four channels is located and used for registration, choosing one channel as the fixed refer-

ence, three others as themoving channels to be registered. In this workwe use ASIN channel as the reference channel.We performed

the registration by using a deformable warping-based image registration method and an ImageJ plug-in software called ‘Big Warp’

(Figures S1E–S1H).50 We used the apices of the hexagonal FoV boundaries defined by the 10-blade field stop FS (SM1D12C, Thor-

labs Inc.) along with 2-3 distinct fluorescence features at the center of the FoV as control points. The registration result can be esti-

mated using the same plug-in software with image overlay visualization (Figures S1E–S1H).

Finally, we utilize a custom MATLAB script (Code Availability) based on local weighted mean registration algorithm51 to complete

the image registration. The script reads the coordinates of rectangular ROI generated in the first step and the control points exported

in second step along with the dark frames and fluorescence images of interest during acquisition.

The registered images are saved as OME.TIFF format52 with the formatting order of (x,y,z,c,t). (x,y,z) is the spatial index. c is the

channel index (0: ASIN, 1: ACOS, 2: SIN, 3: COS). t indicates the frame number. The exported images with OME.TIFF format in

the described formatting order can be directly imported into analysis software and script (Code Availability).

The first and second step are only required when there is noticeable spatial drifting of any channel. SHy-Cam in this work was built

on top of a stabilized optical table (T48H, Thorlabs, Inc.) inside of a temperature-controlled room at 20 �C. We found the FoVwas able

to stay within the defined rectangular regions for more than 1 month without adjustment. The control points re-locating on the other

hand should be done daily to make sure the registration performance.

Image stitching

SHy-Cam images are first registered using a deformable warping-based image registration method.50 The registration process uti-

lized one of the four channels as a fixed reference for aligning the other three. For each system physical alignment change, an initial

registering process was conducted using the Big Warp plug-in function in Fiji38 (Figure S1A) to establish the geometrical relations

between the reference and registering channels. As long as there is no physical change ormisalignment, the registration is performed

automatically through aMATLAB script (Code Availability) which uses the previously located control points for registering future data.

The registered images are saved as a 4-channel OME-TIFF phasor cube, with layers corresponding to SIN, COS, A-SIN and A-COS

(Figure 1B).
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In the case of tiled acquisitions (Figures S1I and S1J), image stitching was performed using Imaris Stitcher 9.6 (Bitplane,

Switzerland). Results were stored in IMS Imaris file format. For analysis software and script to load the stitched images, a format con-

version from IMS to OME.TIFF was done using Imaris 9.7 (Bitplane, Switzerland).

Image analysis
Spectral phasor analysis in HySP

We integrated spectral phasor calculation function into an integrated spectral phasor analysis software previously published HySP

(Code Availability).17 The software reads pre-processed OME.TIF images from the disc and transform each pixel from the original

data into phasor coefficients following Equations 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. The transformed phasor coefficients are then organized into a

2-D histogram for visualization the distribution on the phasor plane (Figures S2A–S2C). Each bin on the phasor plane, the 2-D his-

togram, corresponds to the pixels from the image with the same spectrum. The separation of multiple fluorescence emissions

can be achieved by geometrically applying region of interest masks on the corresponding bins on the phasor plane (Figures 2F,

S3A). This 2-D geometric analysis is a fast and intuitive way for the multiplexing purpose for spatially sparse fluorescence and for

verifying the existence of certain fluorescence.

In addition, SEER,25 a spectral phasor-based spectral visualization method was integrated into also HySP. It overlays a specific

colormap onto the phasor plane and automatically visualizes the spectral information by mapping the pseudo color from the color-

map back to image plane (Figures 2B and 2D).

Ratiometric spectral analysis using spectral linear unmixing

Spectral LU21,22 can be applied directly to the pre-processed four-channel SHy-Cam image for a quantitative and ratiometric spectral

analysis, without spectral phasors conversion. LU is treated as a linear least-squares (LLS) problem which can be represented by

Equation 8.

min
xn

1

2
kR43 n$cn � s4k22 (Equation 8)
R43 n =
�
r1; r2.rn

�
(Equation 9)

where n is the number of fluorescence signals.R43n is a 4-by-nmatrix of reference spectra. Each column, rk , of thematrix is a normal-

ized four-channel reference spectra of a pure fluorescence. A custom MATLAB script (Code Availability) loads a pre-processed im-

age and rectangular masks are applied manually and sequentially to the area where contains only a specific pure fluorescence. The

pixels inside of eachmask are averaged to a four-channel intensity vector Ik which is further normalized by its total intensity kIkk1 and
get the reference spectra vector rk . The reference spectra matrix R43n is save as a .mat file to be loaded when conducting spectral

LU. xn represents the optimal solution of the contribution vector of n different fluorescence. s4 denotes the normalized four-channel

spectral vector from the pre-processed analysis image pixel. In is an n-Dimensional identity matrix. Jn is an n-Dimensional all-ones

matrix. 0n and 1n are n-Dimensional all-zeros and all-ones vectors. Two constraints are used to better define the problem. The first

constraint ensures that the summation of all contributions equals one. The second confines the range of contributions to be zero to

one.

Photon-efficiency and -throughput estimation
Photon-efficiency and throughput of five commonly used fluorescence proteins was estimated by summing the light coming out of

the four channels at the last surfaces of the tube lenses. The loss along the optical train of SHy-Cam was calculated by considering

the photon loss at each optical surface between relay lens RL1 and the four tube lenses TL1� 4 into consideration (Figure 1B). All

lenses used in the SHy-Cam prototype were MgF2 coated achromatic lenses (Edmund Optics). The manufacturer-claimed light

loss due to reflection is controlled under 1.75%.We used 1.75%as the number to estimate the light loss at the lens surfaces. Spectral

specifications of other off-the shelf optical components mentioned above can be found on the respective products webpages. The

transmittance and reflectance profiles of two custom sinusoidal dichroic mirrors were provided by manufacturer. The throughput

estimation of the filter-based spectral phasor approach53 was estimated by the average signal of the sine and cosine channel at

the last surface of the tube lens.

Sample preparation
Fluorescent dyes

Rhodamine 6G and Rhodamine B powders were respectively dissolved in distilled water to create pure dye solutions with the con-

centration of 1mg/mL. Five mixtures of the two dye solutions with different relative concentrations (Figures 2B–2D) were created by

mixing the two pure dye solutions.

Fluorescent beads

1-mm, 1% solid fluorescent bead samples (L2778 fluorescent red, L1030 fluorescent yellow-green, L9654 fluorescent orange, Sigma-

Aldrich; Dragon Green, Flash Red, Suncoast Yellow, Bangs Laboratories, Inc.) were diluted 1000-fold in distilled water, then further
e5 Cell Reports Methods 3, 100441, April 24, 2023
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diluted another 100-fold in 1% low-melt agarose. The 10,000-fold diluted fluorescent bead sample in 1% low-melt agarose was

pulled into a glass capillary (5-000-1025, DrummondWiretrol) with a stainless-steel plunger. After the agarose solidified at room tem-

perature at 20 �C for 1-2 min, the capillary was transferred to a distilled water-filled imaging chamber and a length of the agarose

containing the beads was extruded from the micropipettes allowing optical access.

Transgenic zebrafish embryo

For in-vivo imaging tests, zebrafish embryos were immersed in liquid solution of 1% low-melt agarose (made with 30% Danieau so-

lution) and pulled into a glass capillary, and agarose was allowed to solidify at room temperature. The capillary was transferred to a

Danieau solution-filled imaging chamber and the agarose containing the embryo was extruded from the micropipettes allowing op-

tical access. 0.075%Tricaine was added to both the agarose solution and Danieau solution-filled imaging chamber to prevent move-

ment of embryos. During imaging, the chamber temperature was set and kept at 28.5 �C.
For fixed transgenic zebrafish embryos imaging (Figures 2I–2K), embryos at 4dpf were euthanized with 0.1% tricaine methanesul-

fate (Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) and then fixed by 4%paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) overnight at 4 �C, followed by washing with

PBS three times. The embryo to be imaged on Zeiss LSM 780 was immersed in liquid solution of 1% low-melt agarose inside a glass

bottom imaging dish. The agarose solidified at the room temperature before transferring the dish onto the microscope stage. Upon

finishing the experiment, the fixed embryo was carefully freed from the agarose and got mounted into the glass capillary following the

sample mounting procedure for in-vivo live embryos, without adding Tricaine.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB 2021b (MathWorks, Inc.).

SHy-Cam-SPIM dynamic in-vivo imaging photo-bleaching estimation
Sample photo-bleaching during the acquisition of the zebrafish embryo tail-clip wound healing timelapse (Figures 4A–4D, Video S2)

and the zebrafish embryo beating heart video (Figures 4E–4H, Video S3) were estimated with normalizing the mean intensity value of

the four channels from the last frame by the one from the first frame.

Signal crosstalk analysis of SHy-Cam spectral linear unmixing
The detailed analysis method is described in the legend of Figure S2.

SHy-Cam photon efficiency estimation
The detailed analysis method is described in the legend of Table S1.
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